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Concept:  

The theme of this year’s Environment Day was Ecosystem Restoration. Ecosystem restoration 
can take many forms: Growing trees, greening cities, rewilding gardens, changing diets or 
cleaning up rivers and coasts. This is the generation that can make peace with nature. It aims 
to halt the degradation of ecosystems, and restore them to achieve global goals. Only with 
healthy ecosystems can we enhance people’s livelihoods, counteract climate change, and 
stop the collapse of biodiversity. 

To commemorate World Environment Day and to involve youth in the process of ecosystem 
regeneration, Clean Air Asia is organized a virtual Youth Dialogue on 5th June 2021. 

Clean Air Asia (CAA) is an international non-governmental organization leading a regional 
mission for better air quality and healthier, more liveable cities throughout Asia. CAA’s 
headquarters is in Manila, Philippines, with offices in Beijing, China, and New Delhi, India. 
Clean Air Asia in India is supporting cities in assessment, building capacity, and informing the 
public for better Air Quality Management. 

This event was primarily aligned with World Environment Day 2021 focus on ecosystem 
restoration and with its theme i.e. “Reimagine. Recreate. Restore.” This year, Clean Air Asia 
will join forces with the youth to reimagine, recreate and restore the air around us and hence 
protect a major component of our ecosystem and help save our planet.  

The objective of this event was to engage the youth power of our country to share their best 
ideas on how they can restore the air of their city. Youth can prepare a youth action plan for 
air for their city to act and recreate.  

Reimagine: Everyone needs to reimagine the air that we want to feel and the blue sky that 
want to see. Though we have witnessed the blue sky in the lockdown period last year now is 
the time to reimagine the same sky in normal times also. We would expect the youth to come 
up with their opinion on their reimagined air through their presentations and photos.  

Re-create: The air can be recreated with the help of technology. Technologies can help in 
purifying the air and provide a better solution to reduce emissions of pollutants in the air. We 
would like the youth to think about re-creating the air like recreate, homes, workplace, etc. 
considering clean air.  

Restore: The idea of restoring the air is how we can use creative solutions and innovations to 
restore the air damaged by human actions. Also, it involves the ownership to restore the air.  

 

Presentations were called from various youth across the country to present and share their 
innovative thoughts and solution for reimagining, restoring and recreating the ecosystem. 
The youth were given a list of topics around which their presentation should have been 
modelled:  

1. Breathing in a Post Pandemic India 
2. Cities and Nature in a Post Covid World 



3. Social Media Messaging for better Air Quality  
4. Blue Skies in your surroundings 
5. Lifestyles for Clean Air  
6. Youth Innovation to Achieve Better Air  
7. Recreate Air with green technologies that support clean air  
8. Recreate Air with nature-based solutions that drive change  
9. Recreate Air with youth movements that inform and engage people.  

 



EVENT PROCEEDING:  

The event began with the welcome address of Ms. Prarthana Borah, India Director, Clean 
Air Asia. She highlighted the need for Youth Participation in Clean Air dialogues and how 
their involvement is crucial. She also added it will be interesting and intriguing to see how 
the youth reimagines, restores or recreates the natures whilst the discussion on ecosystem 
restoration, so that we can know many more multiple interventions and especially positive 
interventions which actually would look at direct action on the ground.  

After Ms. Prarthana Borah’s address, we welcomed Mr. Naveen Singhal, Dean, DIT 
University, who highlighted on the fact that how crucial and important it is to protect and 
restore our ecosystem which has been damaged by human activities. He added that today 
the future generation is the key to finding solutions for ecosystem restoration, their ideas, 
process and perspective could help addressing major global challenges and contributing to 
the achievement of the sustainable development goals.  

Mr. Vedant Ballal, YCAN Nagpur Member, spoke about his experience and ideas and 
solutions for abating air pollution. He presented on the topic Restoring Air- with green 
technologies that support clean air.  He talked about his YCAN experience and restoring air 
in regard to his thesis topic which include reducing emissions in air. 

According to him “BECCS and Direct Air Capture Technologies are the new age useful 
green technologies carrying the potential to help restore air” in the coming future in India. 

 

Next presentations were by the Youth Panelist and their ideas and solutions. First 
presenters were Ms. Bandana Saikia & Ms. Deyashini Mondal from Symbiosis Law School, 
Pune, their presentation was on “Breathing in Post Pandemic World” they talked about the 
problem of air pollution in Indian cities with regard to Covid 19 situation in India and the 
relation established as of now between them. Focussing on Delhi along with present world 
problems that are complicating breathing around us. 



There main message was “Change in lifestyle in regard to innovation of climate friendly 
mask and collaboration with small business around them for that are their objectives in 
reimagining the air during Covid and protecting themselves from air borne diseases.” 

 

  

 



Ms. Abha Verma, Symbiosis Institute of Health Sciences, Pune, presented on “Action Plan 
to Re-create Lifestyle for Clean Air” she prepared an action plan to recreate lifestyles for 
clean air in her locality Jamnagar in Gujrat.  

Her main idea revolved around “Partnering with schools will provide the youth an 
opportunity to participate in action plans and give them the sense of responsibility 
towards the environment and clean air” thus Action to Halt Reaction can be a key to 
improve Air Quality. 

 

Kirti Singh,IP University, her presentation was on “Clean Air in your City” it focused on  
recreating air through youth innovation and with a particular mention on air filters. 

According to her “The approach to fabricating flexible air filters for designing and 
producing the desired filters for air pollution control will be the way forward.” 



 

 

The last set of presentation was from Ms. Tanvi Jhalani, Ms. Meghna Sherman & Ms. 
Anveeksha Anand, the topic they presented was on “Restore Air – with youth movements 
that inform and engage people”. Their presentation is focused on the importance and 
concept of youth movements in the past and today’s world towards the environment. 

The main message which they wanted to impart through their presentation was “People for 
tomorrow must take care of the environment and We as a youth have the power and 
potential to make big changes by working on smaller steps taken towards the 
environment in the society. It is our duty to convince our people about the changes in our 
environment and how can we help in that regard.” 



 

 

The closing remarks were made by Ms. Prerna Sharma, Education and Outreach 
Coordinator, summing up the event she highlighted that “Youth participation is very 
important and youth’s outreach is really out there. Today, youth should use the social media 
and make their voices heard and contribute to the restoration of ecosystem. Taking even 
small steps can lead to big changes. As the saying goes, Charity begins at home similarly, 
Change begins at home. Lastly, we are glad that today’s youth is aware of the current 
environmental situation and willingly to bring changes.”  

 

*** 


